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Decades of research identify the hippocampal formation as central to memory storage and recall. Events are stored via distributed
population codes, the parameters of which (e.g., sparsity and overlap) determine both storage capacity and fidelity. However, it remains
unclear whether the parameters governing information storage are similar between species. Because episodic memories are rooted in the
space in which they are experienced, the hippocampal response to navigation is often used as a proxy to study memory. Critically, recent
studies in rodents that mimic the conditions typical of navigation studies in humans and nonhuman primates (i.e., virtual reality) show
that reduced sensory input alters hippocampal representations of space. The goal of this study was to quantify this effect and determine
whether there are commonalities in information storage across species. Using functional molecular imaging, we observe that navigation
in virtual environments elicits activity in fewer CA1 neurons relative to real-world conditions. Conversely, comparable neuronal activity
is observed in hippocampus region CA3 and the dentate gyrus under both conditions. Surprisingly, we also find evidence that the absolute
number of neurons used to represent an experience is relatively stable between nonhuman primates and rodents. We propose that this
convergence reflects an optimal ensemble size for episodic memories.
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Significance Statement
One primary factor constraining memory capacity is the sparsity of the engram, the proportion of neurons that encode a single
experience. Investigating sparsity in humans is hampered by the lack of single-cell resolution and differences in behavioral
protocols. Sparsity can be quantified in freely moving rodents, but extrapolating these data to humans assumes that information
storage is comparable across species and is robust to restraint-induced reduction in sensory input. Here, we test these assumptions and show that species differences in brain size build memory capacity without altering the structure of the data being stored.
Furthermore, sparsity in most of the hippocampus is resilient to reduced sensory information. This information is vital to
integrating animal data with human imaging navigation studies.

The hippocampus, situated at the top of the hierarchy of the
association cortices (Marr, 1971; McNaughton and Morris, 1987;

Rolls and Treves, 1990; Buffalo, 2015), is central to both navigation and episodic memory, reflecting the deep connection between memory and place (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Burgess et
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al., 2002; Buzsáki and Moser, 2013; Buffalo, 2015). Electrophysiological studies
across species demonstrate that hippocampal
activity integrates many features of the
animal’s external surroundings, as well as
internal states and previous experience
(Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; Ono et
al., 1993; Rolls, 1999; Ekstrom et al., 2003;
Wirth et al., 2003; Quiroga et al., 2008;
MacDonald et al., 2011; Mankin et al.,
2012; Thome et al., 2012). The mechanisms underlying hippocampal information storage have been the focus of
extensive investigation (Treves and Rolls,
1994; Burgess et al., 2002; Waydo et al.,
2006). Storage capacity depends on the
number of coding units, the selectivity of
individual neurons (population sparsity),
and the pattern of connections between
them (Marr, 1971; McNaughton and
Morris, 1987; Rolls and Treves, 1990).
The hippocampus is hypothesized to use
sparse coding schemes to maximize memory storage capacity (Marr, 1971; McNaughton and Morris, 1987). Critically,
although the number of place fields a neuron expresses depends in part on the size
of the environment and the site of recording (Rich et al., 2014; Strange et al., 2014),
functional imaging studies show that rodents reliably activate similar numbers of
neurons across episodes. This stability in ensemble size suggests a mechanism that constrains the number of neurons involved in
hippocampal memory encoding.
Several factors limit the degree to which
these rodent data may generalize to primates. The vast majority of human and
nonhuman primate (NHP) studies of navigation (and memory more generally) are
performed while participants are physical
restrained due to the requirements of the
Figure 1. Navigation in real and virtual environments. Monkeys foraging in real-world environments (A) moved freely around
particular experimental technique. This is two visually distinct rooms while being followed by the experimenter. Random locations around the room were continuously
problematic because restricting self-motion baited with food reward by another experimenter. Monkeys foraging in a virtual environment (B) were seated in front of a
information reduces the number and speci- wraparound display with access to a joystick (inset) and required to find and collide with large red boxes (visible on center screen)
ficity of active neurons in rodent CA1 (Fos- to receive a juice reward. See Movie 1 and Movie 2.
ter et al., 1989; Terrazas et al., 2005; Rich et
al., 2014). Moreover, whereas electrophysirelated to spatial/episodic memory in humans and NHPs
ological studies in humans and NHPs can demonstrate precise spa(Colombo et al., 1998; Burgess et al., 2002; Engle et al., 2016)
tial tuning of individual neurons (Hori et al., 2005; Waydo et al.,
and is homologous to the rodent dorsal hippocampus (Amaral
2006; Quiroga et al., 2008; Thome et al., 2012; Furuya et al., 2014),
and Lavenex, 2007).
this method provides only limited sampling of the total cells required
The aim of the current study was twofold. First, we tested the
to represent an episode.
hypothesis that the degradation of self-motion signals during virMany of these challenges may be overcome by monitoring
tual navigation alters the composition of hippocampal ensemthe transcription of the immediate-early gene Arc (Guzowski
bles. Second, we investigated whether, relative to smaller, well
et al., 1999). Arc expression reliably captures neuronal activity
characterized mammals, the larger NHP hippocampus will reacross the brain, providing a robust estimate of ensemble size.
cruit proportionately more neurons to represent a single event,
Importantly, Arc can also be examined in the same manner in
thus keeping relative sparsity constant.
restrained or freely moving animals. We trained six animals to
forage for reward in real or virtual environments (Fig. 1,
Materials and Methods
Movies 1 and 2). After completion of the task, we performed
Subjects. The present study used 8 adult male (weight, 9 –15 pounds)
fluorescence in situ hybridization for Arc in the right posterior
rhesus macaques (Macacca mulatta). All procedures were approved
hippocampus (Fig. 2). This region shows reliable activation
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University
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cage. Behavior during this time was monitored by a small infrared camera. This rest
period ensured that all transcription associated with transport was translated and degraded by the time the monkey was killed.
Animals trained on either real or virtual environments, returned to the transport chamber for 25 min, and then performed a second
round of either real or virtual exploration.
Animals that were assigned to forage in
real-world conditions only were randomly
placed in either room A or room B, whereas
those in the virtual-only condition foraged in
the virtual environment. Animals in the
mixed real-world and virtual condition were
randomly assigned to room A or B, along
with the virtual environment.
In the real-world condition, animals were
trained to calmly forage while being followed by
an experimenter holding a primate restraint poll
Movie 1. Real-world navigation in rhesus macaques. This movie depicts a rhesus macaque being guided
(Movie 1) to facilitate the retrieval of the animal
through one of the two rooms that were used for navigation. The monkey can be seen traveling to foraging
following training. During each training session,
locations scattered throughout the room where researchers placed preferred foods.
animals were exposed to one of two rooms with
unique geometry and local cues. Experimenters
continuously baited random locations in the
room with small food items (e.g., watermelon,
strawberries) to ensure that monkeys explored
the entire room.
In the virtual navigation condition, animals
were trained to navigate using a joystick to move
around a virtual arena displayed across three 40
by 30 cm screens in search for large red squares
placed randomly in the environment (Fig. 1B,
Movie 2). Reward was delivered via a juice spigot
near the animal’s mouth as the subject collided
with each square. Several cues were placed
throughout the environment (i.e., trees, crates,
and clouds) with a bounding border of a large,
stone-textured wall. Clouds were simulated using
a 512 ⫻ 512 sky-box (Terragen; Planetside Software). The virtual reality system was custom
written (T.M.E. in OpenGL 1.2) and rendered
using NVIDIA hardware (NVIDIA GeForce2
MX/MX400).
The duration of training trials was gradually
reduced until all behavioral animals were
placed on the following daily schedule: 25 min
rest, 5 min navigation, 25 min rest, and 5 min
navigation. The timing of each behavioral epoch was selected to correspond to the spatiotemporal dynamics of Arc expression.
Movie 2. Virtual navigation in rhesus macaques. This movie depicts a rhesus macaque seated in front of
Two monkeys served as negative and posa wraparound display depicting a virtual environment. Within this environment, red cubes appear in
itive controls. The negative control received
pseudo-random locations, and the monkey can be seen using a joystick to navigate to several of these cubes
no behavioral exposure and was anesthetized
in order to obtain fluid reward.
in its home cage via intramuscular injection
of ketamine (30 mg/kg). Data from the negative control animal are referred to as caged
control (CC) in the text and figures. The
positive control animal received electroconof Arizona and followed the guidelines of the National Institutes of
vulsive stimulation (ECS) using procedures typically used for human
Health.
electroconvulsive therapy (Moscrip et al., 2004). The positive control
Behavioral training. Two animals were trained exclusively on the realanimal was sedated with a combination of ketamine (15 mg/kg, IM)
world task, two exclusively on the virtual-foraging task, and an additional
and atropine (0.5 mg/kg, IM), transported to the surgical suite, and
two received training on both the real-world and virtual-foraging tasks. Two
then administered methohexital (1 mg/kg, IV) and succinylcholine
further animals received no training and served as positive and negative
(3.5 mg/kg, IV). Vital signs (blood pressure, endtidal CO2, pulse
control subjects. Animals in the behavioral groups were placed on fluid reoximetry, and EKG) were monitored continuously. After full anesthesia,
striction and received extensive training for several months as described
the monkey received 100% oxygen (positive pressure) and stimulating elecbelow.
trodes (Somatics) were placed in traditional bifrontotemporal configuraEach session began with a 25 min rest period during which animals
tion. Electrical stimulation was delivered for 1.9 s at 100 mC and the
remained in a restraint chair in a light- and sound-isolating transport
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Figure 2. Functionalmolecularimagingofbehaviorallydrivenhippocampalactivity.A,Representative10⫻imageshowingasectionofrightposteriorhippocampus.NucleiwerelabeledwithSytoxgreen.
Coloredboxes(i.e.,panels)demonstratethesamplingscheme(white,dentategyrus;red,CA3;andyellow,CA1).Inset,40⫻imageshowingaclusterofdentategranulecells.Reddotsindicatesitesofintranuclear
transcription of Arc mRNA. B–D, Box-and-whisker plots of regional proportions of neurons between experimental conditions (RW, real-world; VR, virtual reality). Red line represents sample median, box edges
represent 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers extend 2.7 SDs. Red ⫹ symbols represent outliers. Only the CA1 region (B) showed significant differences in proportion of cells activated by real and virtual
navigation. All navigation conditions were significantly different from CC.
duration of the following seizure was monitored on a Spectrum 5000Q
ECT device (MECTA). Manifestation of motor symptoms were monitored using the cuff technique (American Psychiatric Association, 2001).
The monkey was then given an overdose of beuthanasia (sodium pentobarbital, 10 cc/10 lbs, IV).
Tissue processing. After the behavioral exposure, animals were returned to
the primate restraint chair, anesthetized rapidly via gas anesthesia, and then
administered an overdose of beuthanasia. Their brains were then rapidly
extracted, portioned into 1-cm-thick slices and flash frozen. Blocks from
each animal containing right posterior hippocampus were serially sectioned
at 25 m and mounted onto 3-triethoxysilylpropylamine slides. Tissue sections were placed on slides so that each slide contained sections from two
different animals, interleaving animals and conditions. Every fifth section
was separately mounted for Nissl staining to aid in identifying anatomical
landmarks. Slides were dried and stored at ⫺80°C until use.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization was performed as described previously (Ramirez-Amaya et al., 2013). Deviations from this procedure

are described below. The specificity of the Arc riboprobe (NCBI Gene
ID: 102130416) was confirmed by tissue from the monkey that received ECS. Hybridized tissue was imaged using a 40⫻ oil-immersion
objective on a DeltaVision RT Deconvolution Microscope (Applied
Precision). Using a rhesus macaque atlas (Paxinos et al., 1999),
hippocampal subregions (CA1, CA3, and DG) were identified (Fig.
2A). Across all regions of the hippocampus, 265 image stacks were
obtained at 40⫻ (2–3 stacks/region in each of 5 sections/animal).
While the experimental design permits analysis of two behavioral
epochs, the present study focuses on the final behavioral exposure,
which is associated with intranuclear signals (Fig. 2A, inset) to maintain adequate statistical power. Arc⫹ neurons were counted using an
unbiased brick (Howard et al., 1985) with 5 m exclusion edges using
FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012) by two observers who were blind to the
experimental conditions. To compare the values to similar studies in
rodents, we performed a synthesis of the literature published in the
last 16 years that provide Arc expression data for CA1 (Guzowski et
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( p ⬍ 0.001, Fig. 2B), not in CA3 or DG
(Fig. 2C,D). The current protocol successfully labeled 42–51% of principal
cells in positive control conditions, suggesting that the differential Arc expression across hippocampal subregions
result is not due to nonspecific binding
of the riboprobe.
Comparisons with Arc expression in
the rodent
The observed sparseness of activity across
the NHP hippocampus appears to deviate
strongly from what has been reported in
many rodent studies. To facilitate comparison of the current data collected from
Figure 3. Comparison of activity patterns in rodents and primates. A, Mean proportion of activated neurons reported in rodents the NHPs with data collected in rodents,
(blue line, RN, Rattus norvegicus) and observed in individual primates (square, Monkey J; circle, Monkey P; triangle, Monkey I), we conducted a meta-analysis of the existhighlighting the difference between species. B, Close concordance between the total numbers of neurons activated in the DG and
ing rodent literature. Data were obtained
CA3 regions. In contrast, the number of CA1 neurons activated in rats was significantly higher than in monkeys (*p ⬍ 0.05, **p ⬍
from experiments that used comparable
0.01, ****p ⬍ 0.0001, monkeys vs rats in the same region).
real-world conditions (i.e., open-field foraging) and used identical Arc imaging
al., 1999; Vazdarjanova et al., 2002; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski,
techniques (see Materials and Methods for references) to arrive at
2004; Burke et al., 2005; Ramirez-Amaya et al., 2005; Rosi et al., 2005;
an average proportion of neurons activated per region in the rat
Guzowski et al., 2006; Vazdarjanova et al., 2006; Marrone et al., 2008;
(dorsal CA1: 37.0 ⫾ 1.1%; dorsal CA3: 20.2 ⫾ 1.0%; dorsal suMiyashita et al., 2009; Rosi et al., 2009; Penner et al., 2011; Gheidi et
prapyramidal DG: 2.7 ⫾ 0.2%).
al., 2012; Marrone et al., 2012a,2012b; Hartzell et al., 2013; Marrone
Across hippocampal regions, activity levels were approxiet al., 2014), CA3 (Vazdarjanova et al., 2002; Vazdarjanova and Gumately an order of magnitude smaller in NHPs than in rodents
zowski, 2004; Ramirez-Amaya et al., 2005; Rosi et al., 2005; Vazdar(DG: t(2) ⫽ ⫺8.54, p ⫽ 0.013; CA3: t(2) ⫽ ⫺29.91, p ⫽ 0.001;
janova et al., 2006; Miyashita et al., 2009; Rosi et al., 2009; Gheidi et
CA1: t(2) ⫽ ⫺51.33, p ⬍ 0.0001; Fig. 3A). We next considered
al., 2012; Marrone et al., 2012a; Marrone et al., 2014), or DG (Chawla
whether the total number of active neurons is conserved across
et al., 2005; Ramirez-Amaya et al., 2005; Rosi et al., 2005; RamirezAmaya et al., 2006; Vazdarjanova et al., 2006; Alme et al., 2010;
species. Using published estimates of the number of principal
Penner et al., 2011Marrone et al., 2012a,2012b; Ramirez-Amaya et al.,
cells in the rodent and NHP hippocampus (Amaral and Lavenex,
2013).
2007), we calculated the total number of activated neurons per
subregion in both species (Fig. 3B). When quantified in this manResults
ner, the total neurons activated by navigation showed no signifNavigation in both real and virtual environments reliably
icant species-related difference in the DG (t(2) ⫽ 0.776, p ⫽ 0.51)
induce Arc transcription
or CA3 (t(2) ⫽ ⫺2.102, p ⫽ 0.17). The proportion of behaviorally
Relative to the CC condition, navigation (nav) in both realdriven neurons in CA1, however, was ⬃3-fold lower in NHPs
world and virtual reality conditions reliably activated more
than in the rodent.
neurons in CA1 (t(86) ⫽ 3.014, p ⫽ 0.001; nav ⫽ 2.8, CC ⫽
0.499, Cohen’s d ⫽ 1.22), CA3 (t(75) ⫽ 1.750, p ⬍ 0.05; nav ⫽
Discussion
2.86, CC ⫽ 1.48, d ⫽ 0.68), and DG (t(98) ⫽ 1.67, p ⬍ 0.05;
nav ⫽ 0.324, CC ⫽ 0.103, d ⫽ 0.626). A two-way ANOVA
In rodents, only CA1 place cells have been examined under imrevealed significant main effects of region (i.e., CA1, CA3, and
poverished motor and vestibular input and, under these condiDG; F(1,2) ⫽ 41.98, p ⬍ 0.001) and condition (real vs virtual;
tions (which mimic virtual reality), fewer cells respond and their
F(1,1) ⫽ 8.48, p ⬍ 0.005), and an interaction (F(1,2) ⫽ 6.91, p ⫽
place fields are correspondingly larger (Foster et al., 1989; Terra0.001). Tukey’s HSD revealed that real navigation activated
zas et al., 2005; Ravassard et al., 2013, Aghajan et al., 2015). Testing whether these same changes can be observed in the NHP is
more neurons than did virtual navigation, but only in CA1
Table 1. Estimated storage capacity of the monkey and rat hippocampus
CA1
Total cellsa
Active cellsb
Sparsityc
Storage capacityd
a

CA3

DG

Monkey

Rat

Ratioe

Monkey

Rat

Ratioe

Monkey

Rat

Ratioe

1,300
50.1
0.04
467

390
144.3
0.37
5

3.3
0.35
9.25
93.4

1,270
36.2
0.03
854

250
50.5
0.20
17

5.1
0.72
6.67
50.24

12,000
50.4
0.04
39294

1,200
32.4
0.03
951

10
1.56
1.33
41.32

Estimates (in thousands) obtained from Amaral and Lavenex (2007).
Estimates (in thousands) are the product of the proportion of active cells obtained here and the estimate of total cell number.
c
Ratio of active cells to principal cells.
ln共0.5兲
d
Storage capacity estimate for Hebb–Marr memory, Mmax ⱕ
ln共1 ⫺ a2 兲
e
Ratio is presented as monkey/rat except in the case of sparsity, which is presented as rat/monkey to demonstrate more clearly how much sparser the coding in the monkey is.
b
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important given differences in the importance of different sensory inputs between species. The rat’s sensory input is likely
dominated by vibrissal input and olfactory input, which are dramatically deprived under virtual conditions. In contrast, in macaques,
visual information is far more important. Because this input can be
mimicked much more reliably during virtual navigation, it is possible that virtual foraging may produce a hippocampal response closer
to real-world conditions in the NHP than in the rodent. The current
data, however, suggest that this is not the case because the size of CA1
neuronal ensembles activated during navigation is reduced in both
NHPs and rodents by the attenuated sensory input experienced in
virtual environments. Moreover, these data are consistent with the
idea that CA1 pyramidal cells in NHPs (and likely humans) exhibit a
comparable expansion in place field size during navigation in virtual
spaces relative to real-world conditions. A potentially important caveat, however, exists in extrapolating these data to the literature observing NHPs and humans navigating in virtual environments.
Although the foraging conditions selected for behavior in the NHPs
was deliberately made to match the typical conditions under which
rodent place cells are recorded, they differ considerably from the
typical conditions used to test navigation in virtual reality, particularly in humans. These conditions typically involve goal-directed
navigation to one or more fixed locations and therefore require focused attention, goal-directed behavior, and often explicitly require
episodic memory encoding and retrieval in a way that foraging does
not. It should be noted, however, that although these differences in
task demands are known to alter the dynamics of place cell maps
(Muzzio et al., 2009), they are relatively subtle. Despite this caveat, it
is clear that, when they are tested under the same conditions, cells in
CA1 of both NHPs and rodents react in the same way as the reduced
sensory input inherent in virtual navigation.
No experiments to date have investigated whether spatial representations in the DG or CA3 region are similarly degraded under
reduced sensory input. The present data, however, suggest that (unlike in CA1) representations in these regions are robust under these
conditions. That is, the size of neuronal ensembles activated during
navigation is not changed in either the DG or area CA3 by the altered
sensory conditions experienced in virtual environments (Fig. 2B–
D). This resilience may have developed as a means to maximize the
number of patterns that can be stored in the DG and CA3 networks.
By providing a robust estimate of population sparsity, these data
can be combined with previous estimates of single neuron sparsity
(Rolls and Treves, 1990; Strange et al., 2014) and synaptic connectivity (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007) to estimate storage capacity. Assuming that the activity in a single spatial context approximates the
activity inherent in the encoding of a single event, the total number
of events that can be stored within the neuronal network of each
species can be determined using the estimate for binary Hebb–Marr
memory (Marr, 1971; McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Rolls and
Treves, 1990). These data show that the disparity in memory capacity between species increases dramatically at each stage of information processing along the trisynaptic loop (Table 1). That is, the DG
networks have comparable capacity across species, but in CA1, the
NHP network has nearly 100 times the capacity of the rodent network. Although these numbers are crude approximations, they
demonstrate that the increase in both cell number and sparsity in the
NHP hippocampus results in memory capacity that is at least an
order of magnitude greater than in the rodent counterpart. This
increased sparsity cannot be the result of repeated exposure to the
contexts because hippocampal representations in NHPs do not undergo experience-dependent tuning or habituation (Thome et al.,
2012) and thus are likely a stable species-related difference in hippocampal information processing.

The most intriguing observation from this experiment is that the
size of hippocampal neural ensembles engaged by navigation is not a
fixed proportion of the population, but rather an absolute number
(Fig. 3). The interpretation that rats and monkeys have different
capacity for episodes of foraging experience, yet equivalent (or at
least comparable) information content within each episode of experience is the most parsimonious one. It remains possible, however,
that, although the hippocampus plays a similar role as an index to
bind together disparate cortical representations in different species,
the individual cortical targets may be quite different. If this is the
case, then the cortical representations must negotiate the same
trade-off between information content and storage capacity, but the
large species difference in cortical size relative to hippocampal size
does make it possible for this balance to be achieved differently in
the neocortex than in the hippocampus. The absence of an increase
in the hippocampal index, however, would place serious limitations
on the size and distribution of a cortical ensemble that could be
reliably recruited.
Despite these open questions, the current data support the
novel hypothesis that, as mammals evolved and brains grew, evolutionary processes determined an optimal number of neurons
necessary to establish stable episodic representations in the hippocampus and this region enlarged to build memory capacity.
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